We are a well known trader, wholesaler and supplier of an unparalleled range of LED's, Diodes and Semiconductors. This range is admired for its durability, lower energy consumption, improved robustness, faster switching and reliability.
About Us

Established in the year 2011, we, “Krishna LED Lighting Semiconductors”, are one of the distinguishable names engaged in trading, wholesaling and supplying an extensive range of LED’s, Diodes and Semiconductors. Under this range, we offer LED Modules, Strawhat LED’s, Flat Top LED’s, Tri Color LED’s, Super Flex LED’s, Multi Color LED’s, Strawhat Power LED’s, Diffused Water Clear LED’s, Bi Colors LED’s and Display, amongst few. Additionally, we are offering Zener Diodes, Bridge Rectifier, Fast Recovery Rectifier, General Purpose Rectifier and High Voltage Rectifier, to name a few. These products are sourced from the authentic vendors of the market. These vendors ensure to develop & design this range using highly advanced machines and innovative techniques in complete adherence with the international quality norms & standards. LED’s offered by us are highly appreciated among the clients, owing to their outstanding performance, high illumination and heat resistance. In addition to this, the offered range of diodes is acknowledged among the patrons for its easy installation, minimal maintenance, dimensional accuracy and longer functional life. Our research and development personnel ensure to conduct several surveys, in order to ensure that the offered range is abreast of the latest technological advancements. In order to ensure that the procured products are stored in a streamlined manner, we are able to come up...

For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/krishnaled/profile.html
SMD LED

- SMD 5050 PURPLE
- SMD 5630 Purple
- SMD 5050 BLUE
- SMD 1206 Purple
LED LIGHTS

High Power LEDs

LEDs Modules

Super Flex LEDs

Strawhat Power LEDs
LED DIODES

- LED String Light
- Zener Diodes
- LEDs Photo Diodes
- High Voltage Diodes
ELECTRIC RECTIFIERS

Super Fast Recovery Rectifiers

Ultra Fast Recovery Rectifiers

Electronic Ceramic Components

Bridge Rectifiers
SMD LEDs

- SMD 0805 VIOLET
- SMD LEDs 3528 Bluish Green
- SMD 3014 White
- SMD 3528 BLUE
COLOR LEDS

Diffused & Water Clear LEDs

Oval LEDs

Multi Color LEDs

Bi Colors LEDs

Products
STRIP LEDS

Smd 5050 Strip Led Magic Light

RGB LED Strips

Flexible LED Lights
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- SMD 5050 WHITE
- Power LEDs Bulb
- Transient Voltage Suppressors
- Fast Recovery Rectifiers
OTHER PRODUCTS:

- SMD 3528 WHITE
- Diffuse Water Clear LEDs
- Tri Color LEDs
- LED Lamps
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CONTACT US

Krishna Led Lighting Semiconductors
Contact Person: Deepak Khodaria

B - 10 - B, 3rd Floor Ahmed Chambers, No. 386
Mumbai - 400004, Maharashtra, India

📞 +91-8048614830
🌐 https://www.indiamart.com/krishnaled/